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                                ABSTRACT

   In oceanography, the salinity and density of sea water are usually obtalned from
Knudsen Tables by the chlorinity titration. This method is based on the fact that
the relative composition of major constituents in sea water is quite uniform. In coastal

areas, however, it may be considered that the uniformity of the relative cornposition

is impaired by the addition of materials due to the inffux of Iand water and the
absorption of materials due to the bioiogical production.

   The author measured the density cro of coastal water by Knudsen's method and
the actual density cro' of the same water by a newly constructed hydremeter (accurately
within Å}3Å~10mu6) at the same time, and calculated the difference dcro iiff ifo-ifot between

these two densities, which was termed as "salinity deficit". •
   The exchange of water in Akashi Straits and Tanabe Bay was discussed with
reference to the correlation diagram between the chlorinity and salinity deficit, and
then it was found that the salinity deficit was a valuable index for water mass analysis

and was closely related with the stagnation of sea water.
    Furthermore, considering the factors influencing the variations of the salinity
deficit and biological production, two equations representing the increasing rates of
the plankton population and salinity deficit were derived under various assumptions.
These equations were regarded as the simultaneous differential equations representing
the relationship betweett the plankton population and salinity deficit. The coefficients

in these simultaneous differential equations were Åëalculated by the methed of least
squares in every month, using the values of tidal range, chlorinity, salinity deficit
and plankton population which were observed in Tanabe Bay from July, 1958 to July,
1959, and then, these simultaneous equations were solved numerically about the
plankton popu}ation and salinity deficit by Runge-Kutta's method using the calculated

coeMcients. The result of numerical calculation agreed fairly well with observed
variation.

    The differential equation of only the plankton population, which was often seen
in the theory of vibration, was obtained by eliminating the salinity deficit in the
simultaneous differential equations. It was found that this differential equation had
an unstable solution in November, 1958 and February, 1959 when the abrupt blooming
of p!ankton population oc6urred and that the mode of oscillatien on the right-hand

side of this equation, which cerresponds to external force, was roughly similar to the
variation of plankton population.

    Finally, the production in [l]anabe Bay was estirnated from the increasing rate of

salinity deficit proportienal to plankton population.
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1. Introduction

    Sea water is a solution containing various salts{ and nowadays more than
forty elements in the Periodic Table are identified and the relative composition

of its major constituents is quite uniform. The uniformity of the relative com-

position, which has been examined and confirmed by many research workers since

W. Dittmar, is a fact valuable to oceanography because it affords a means of

estimating the concentration of all of the major constituents.

    In oceanography, the total amounts of sait and chiorine in grams contained

in one kilogram of sea water are called "salinity" and "chlorinity" respectively.

The uniformity indicates a constant relationship between salinity and chiorinity•

Empirical relationship, as established by the International Council for the Ex-

ploration of the Sea, is given by
                                                                      '
                     Salinity = O.03ÅÄ1.805xChlorinity. (1)
M. Knuctsen (1901) published "Hydrographicai Tables" according to Eq. (1), which

is called Knudsen's formula. The Cl-ratio is defined by the ratio of saiinity to

chlorinity and, in this term, the sea water has the constant CI-ratio. (In the

following, the sea water which has tke relative composition of major constituents

prescribed by Eq. (1) will be termed as "the normal water".) The uniformity

of relative composition in the oceans is the result of circu}ation and mixing.

These operations are continuous, and tend to eliminate regional differences in

comppsition.

   As is well known, in the coastal area, the inflow of river water causes a

lowering of chlorinity in the sea water and the biological production is higher.

Plankton population is more dense, algae grows more abundant!y and the cultiva-

tions of lavers, oysters and pearis thrive. This fertility is due to the wide-

spread organic and inorganic substances brought in large quantities by the infiux

of land water. The river water has a higher Cl-ratio than the sea water as seen

in Table 1. A. Collier (1) reported in 1953 that organic matter content up to

50mg in one litre of water may be found in the Gulf of Mexico. Recently, D. E,

Carritt and J. H. Carpenter (2) discussed the relations among the chiorinity,

salinity and density of sea water in various oceanic regions, with reference to

Hydrographicai Tables. It is questionabie whether the normal composition is

always present in the sea or not.

   M. Ishibashi and T. Yamamoto (3) reported that sea weeds ln Tomogashirna
Straits contained 10--209oi of ashes which contain Na (1-wlO.O.oi), K (1"-v20.0.oi),

Ca (3--259oi), Mg (IN259oi) and so on. H. Yamamoto (4) noted that both the

;atios Ca/C! and Mg/C} measured in Urado Bay (in the ?refecture oi Kochi)
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Table 1.

Element Sea water

       lNa       l-Kl       ICa

Mg ICI[
S04

C03

Total/Cl

ioo.

 3.6
 3.8
 12D
180.0

25.0

 O.7

1.8

River water*

100.

 21.6

405.0

111.0

 64.5

102.0

471.0

19.7

River water**

100.

 30.5

257.2

 54.9

107.4

281.5

413.0

9.7

    *: G. E. Hutchinson, "A Treatise on Limnology".
   rki*: Y. Miyake, "Chifeptti-ICagafet("

showed appreciable changes and also the values of Ca/CI and Mg/Cl of water in

about 1330E, 200NN300N exceeded the values of those in the normal water• It

is seen in "The Oceans" (H. U. Sverdrup, M. W. Johhson and R. H. Fleming) that

the composition of plankton organisms is considerably different from the normal

composition of sea water.

    K. Hidaka and J. Yasui (5) reported, by measuring tlie density of sea water

samples collected in Osaka Bay, Kii Channel and Pacific Ocean, by Knudsen's

method and Nansen's hydrometer of total immersion, that the two values of
density obtained by such methods were not consistent and the significant dis-

tribution of the density difference was found.

   The variovs elements of marine iiving bodies are most likely supplied original-

ly from the sea water. Inferring from the little fixation of chlorine, the uniformity

is probably impaired and the Cl-ratio should be decreased by the biological

production, although it is not yet clearly known in what means plants assort

various salts. It is sttggested that the biological activity may play a fair roie in

turning the Cl-ratio of land water into the lower and more stable Cl-ratio of

sea water.

   In oceanography, the specific gravity of water is determined from the chlorinity

using "Hydrographical Tables" and usually expresseci iR at=-=-1000Å~(pt-1) (,et:

specific gravity at tOC). However, the actual specific gravity at' of sea water

mixed effective!y with !aRd water may be larger than the specific gravity at

calculated frorr} Table, since the Cl-ratio of land water is higher than that of

normal water. On the other hand, the actual specific gravity at' of water in-

fiuenced by bioiogical production may be lower than at. So, if the difference

dooemxao-ao' is introduced, liao n3ay be considered as a significant parameter re-

fiecting the physicai, chemical and biologica! processes in the sea. It is considered
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that the chlorinity represents the total amount of salt in normal water and dao

expresses the deficlt of sa!ts from normal water (The negative value of dao wiil

express the excess.) In this sense, dao will be ca!led "salinity deficit".*

    Salinity deficit may not exist in major regions of opeR sea, but in coastal

water, salinity deficit will increase by the consumption of salt due to biological

production and will decrease by the addition of sa!t due to the influx of iand

water. A!so, this saiinity deficit is diffused by mixing and is carried away by

the current.

    It is worth noticlng that the' use of salinity deficit has the foiiowlng advan-

tages: in the first place, the value of dao te11s us the total amoimt of cleficit or

excess of salt, which may not be easily obtained by the chemicai analysis of

individual elements, and, in the second place, dao is calcuiatable only from tke

measurements of ch}orinity and specific gravity without any extra load on field

work. Saiinity deficit is, however, a small quantity and we are obiiged to use a
                                           }sensitive hydr'ometer to investigate its variations.

                                Part I
        CONSTRUCTION OF HIGHLY SENSITIVE HYDROMETER
    The specific gravity of sea water at OOC changes by about 15Å~10-G for the

increment of O.Ol%o of chlorinity. Using the automatic potentiai titriineter, we
can accurate}y measure the chlorinity within :i:un O.O030ldo . T. he chlorinity of lli:- O.003%o

nearly corresponds to tlte specific gravity of Å}5Å~10nv6. So, we require a hydro-

meter of accdracy of :LFIOww6. Nansen's subrnerged kydrometer and pycnometer

fulfi}i this requirement, but they take too !ong a time to measure the specific

gravity. We must measure a !arge number of samples to observe the complicated

variation of salinity deficit. For this purpose we have constructed a hydrometer

which operates accurately and quickly.

2. The prineiple of the newly constructed hydrometer

    In Fig. 1, an arm i$ horizentaly fitted at a point B oR a fine wire, both ends

•of which are fixed at A and C. When a force F is vertically acted upon P, the

wire AC is twisted by the torque due to F. The torsional angle op is proportional

to the torque by F in the definite range of g. Then

                   aF=:c(-Z-+-Z-), or q=l,l-i<21,-ac-F, (1.1)

* In the author's previous papers, dcro hticl been called "mass clefect", but the same term is also

  used in Nuclear Physics. So, in erder to avoid confusion, the term "salinity deficit" is used

  throughout this paper.
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where

and li is the !ength of

and pt the rigidity of

   If the wire is twisted

of F, the corresponding

The angle e whick makes

which gives

Now, a sinker (a weight sttbmerged into the sample water)

a string. Then the force

where M is the mass
of samp}e water at tOC,

acted upon the string,

and g the acceleration

   Substituting from

                                 Sinker
 Scaied disk

 Fig. 1. Schematic view of a hydrometer.

              1,                    , (1. 2)          c !!= -2-nptr

 AB, l2 tkat of BC, a that of PB, r the radius of wire,

wire.

    by the angle 6 at C in the opposite sense to the torque

  torsional angle g' at B is given by

           ,l          q= l, -l l,e• (1. 3)
    g' at B equal to op is given by

       l, (l l,e = l,l-iFl21, #F,

           o,,. gel!2 F. (1. 4)
               c

                              is hooked at P through
   F is given by

  F= g(M- Vt pt)+(mg" T-B), (1. 5)
of sinker, Vt the volume of sinl<er at tOC, pt the density

  m the mass of suspension string, T the surface tension

 B the buoyancy cavsed by a part of the string in water,
of gravity.

(1.5) into (1.4), we have

  Vt Pt =" (M-alC,ge) ig (MÅÄTg- B). (1. 6)
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When the torque of the force given by (L 5) is balanced to the torsional moment

of wire caused by the anglee at C,-the ba!ance being assured in use of the

opticaHever by the zero-point method as seen in Fig. 1,-the water temperature

tOC and the torsionai angle e are read at the same time.

    The specific gravity of water is obtained by Eq. (1.6) from the readings of

temperature tOC and the angle e.

3. The design of the hydrometer

    Using a fine Nylon string of O.02mm in diameter and 20cm in !ength as the

suspension string, and adjusting tke length of the str!ng in water to be about

6cm, we get

          Ta=i O.41dyne !=F O.41mg weight (if the contact ang!e == 300)

          B .. O.02 mg weight

          me=, O.07rng (the density of Nyion = 1.12g/cc),

for the density of water between 1.00 and 1.03 and tke temperature of water

between OOC and 4•eC. Then, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1. 6)
is regarded as a constaRt value of O.5mg. Including (mÅÄT.-.B) in M, we get

                              pt == Åí;ii-le-v07I, (2. 7)

wkere
                               le -te, "rr!1 r4 .
                                   2a l2 g

The error of pt due to each e!eiTient is given by

                     (o"p). ff-= 8XM}•O 6M -= -ill 6M, (1. s)

                     (o"p)v,iii!Å}'b•O-e-,o"Vt::'-"(-<Ill+ie-v-O,)oj'IY,-,L (i•9)

                     (oXo)e wa' [li/10 o"e =-=-- -le -i o"e, (1. lo)

                     (6Io)t, wr ili,ZO, o"l, =-= fe=(II IIitz2, (1. 11)

                     (6p). xi 3--tz06a == le-31 !iliL, (1. 12)

                     (6p)r i'= 31t;ro"r= -le-IIII tbl'• (1• 13)

   The vaiue of 6M is provided by the accuracy of the balance. The accuracy
of precise chemical balance is Å}O.1mg. In order that (oXo)MSIOww6, Ytl}llOOcc is

specified. Since o"l2, o"a and 6r are caused only by thermal expansion after the
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construction of the hydrometer, the main part of the instrument was rnade frorn

super-invar, but the wire was made from elinvar in order to keep the change of

rigidity as small as possible.

    The linear coeMcient of thermal expansion of invar == 1-v2Å~10-6/OC;

    The iinear coeMcient of thermal expansion of elinvar = lev2Å~10im6/OC;

    The rigidity of e!invar == 7Å~10'i dyn/cm2.

    If we take M== 100 g, V== 100 cc, l2 =36 cm, a==6 cm and r== O.Ol cm, the value

of fe is given by

                     fe mm 2".ptl:k 'i 5•2Å~ 10-2 (g/rad). a. 14)

Then, for eSrr

                     fe&2:S l.6Å~10--3. (g/cc)

When the temperature is moderate, (6,o),,, (o"p)., and (6,o)r can be neglected.

    From (1. 9), we have

                             6V< 10m` cc .

Since it is not easy to rneasure directly the volume of sinker within Å}10-`cc,

it is measured indirectiy (see Section 4, b)

   From (1. 10), we get

                        6e < 1.9 Å~ 10m3 rad tei O.lo .

The diskD is equipped with vernier in order to measure an angle within Å}O.10.

   The densities of distilled water and sea water change at the rate of about

O.5Å~10H4g/cc and 10-`g/cc per 10C respectiveiy between OOC and 20C. Then,

the water temperature must be read within an accuracy of dtO.OIOC. The water

sample is cooled in the bath controlled at about OOC automaticaily and the tem-

perature of the sampie is read by two Beckmann thermometers put into the sample,

one in the upper layer and the other in the lower layer.

4. Measurement oÅí hydrometer constants

   In the apparatus actualiy constructed, a special device is made •for rapid

measurement. A samp!e of water is poured into a pyrexglass beaker of about
1.2 litres in capacity which is put into a bath kept at about OOC by an electric

refrigerator equipped with thermostat. In the bath, ten beakers are arranged on

a circular disc wltich is rotated around a vertical axis through its center. By

rotating the disc successively, the density is measured one by one. The density

of water is measured after all the suspended solids have settled down. The view

and sketch of the apparatus are $hown in Photos. IN5 and Fig. 2 respectively.
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  a) Determination of sensitivity

   Sensitivity is given by OG/Op= - Vt/le. To determine the sensitivity, various

test weights hanged on the point P and the torsional angles at C were measured

and the value of fe was calcuiated. The result is shown in Fig. 3. The value of

ggi'

200

100

   o

O.8800

?. e.s7oo

(mg)

e

)ogl(m

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

'e

e

(O) -

                O.8600                    o so loo loro 2oo
                                   Torsional angle e

              Fig. 3. Relation between the torsional angle and the mass
                    ef test weight hanged on the point P.

le seerns to become slightly small as e increases, and is satisfactorily expressed

as a linear function of e. Using the method of least squares, we obtained

                     le- O.8787-O.5Å~10-` ti (mg/o). (1. 15)
It is seen that the accuracy within O.10 in 0 is suMcient to obtain the density to

the accuvacy of Å}-10nv6g/cc.

  b) Determination of mass and volume of sinleer

   Sinker is made from fused silica and has a cylindrical form with about 4.5 cm

in diameter, 7cm in heighr, and the value of Vt is approximateiy 110cc. Fer the

measurement of the mass of sinker to tke accuracy of skO.1mg, the correction of

air bouyancy is required. Taking Yt:=:110cc as a first approximation, we obtain

M==110.2672gr including m+(T-B)/g. Substituting M=:110.2672gr and the value

of fe into (1. 6), we get

               110.2672-SZ(O.8787-O.5xlOww40)Å~10-3dO == Y,p,. (1.6,)



         110.1957               O O.rJ 1.e 1.5 2.0 2.5
                                   Tempcrature

                  Fig. 4. Thermal expansion in volume of sinker.

where Ve is the volume of sinker at OOC and B is the volume coethcient of thermal

expansion. Vo and B are determined by the method of !east squares as:

                Ye == 110.1958 (cc) and B=: O.85Å~10-6 (/OC)

This vaiue of B is adequate as the coeMcient of thermal expansion for the fused

silica. .
   Putting the values of M, Yo, B and fe in (1. 7), we obtain

  •Ot == 11o.lgss(1+lo.ssx 2o-,t) [110•2677-Sg (O.8787-O.sx lo-4e) Å~ lo-3de] . (1. 16)

This is the final formula for the density determination by our hydrometer.
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   The density of distilled water is dependent only on the temperature (N. E.

Dorsey, "ProPerties of Ordinary VVater-Substance"). From (1. 6'), the second appro-

ximate vaiue of Yt is calculated if a torsional angle O is measured at a certain

temperature for distilled water. .
   The second approximate value of Vt is 110,196cc. This value is suMcient to

estimate the air buoyancy of sinker to O.lmg (air densitykFlmg/cc). The air
buoyancy is calculated using V me110.196 cc and we get M==110.2677 gr. Substituting

M==110.2677gr and the value of fe again into (1.6'), we get

               110.2677-jg(O.8787-O,5Å~10ww46)Å~10-3dO == V,p,. (1.6")

   lf the torsional angies at C are measured at various temperatures for distilled

water, the values of the volume Yt of sinker at various temperatures will be

calculated from (l.6"). The result is shown in Fig. 4. Vt is given by Vox(1ÅÄBt),

         110.1961 (c.cH)

                                                 e                                                           /:
                                                e /-'
         110.1960                                              e/ ca
       S-

       Åëe
       E` e       Cl

         llO.1958 -
                                                            (oC)-

                   "" .J i
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  c) Examination of accuracs

   For given value of pt, we can calculate the torsional angle

Comparing the calculated value of e with the observed one
water, we can estimate the accuracy of the hydrometer. In Fig. 5,

                105 (o)

                100

              G•              9,'
              m', t              6'
              v              ee 95
                                  .              g
              co-
              o
                                             .
                gG
                                                  -"""

                85

from (1.16).

for distilled

the solid line

                 O O.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
                              Temperatgre (oC)
                  O.999840 O.999871 O.999899 0999922 O.999940
                          Density of distilled water (g/c.c.)

                 Fig. 5. Comparison of'the observed and calculated
                       torsional angles fer the distilled water.

shows the calculated curve. The accuracy is given by ::F3Å~10'6g/cc. This
accuracy was examined from time to time, and it was found that tlie accuracy

was constantly kept.

5. Method of practical calculation of density

                Table 2. Since Eq• (1. 16) is not available
                                        for a density greater than 1.eO07 g/cc,

                                        several rings made frorn platinumNo. Mass (g) Volume
at

2.4958

1.2243

O.5164

O.2999

O.2116

O.1039

O.0554

O.1170

O.0574

O.0242

O.O141

O.O099

O.O049

O.O026

The density of platinumnt21.335
(International Critical Tables, Ii,

at ooc
p. 456)

are added on sinker like Nansen's

submerged hydrometer and the range

of measurement is enlarged. Rings

are ranked from No. 1 to No. 7 as

seen in Table 2. By the adequate
combination of•these rings, we can

measure the density up to about
1.03 g/cc.
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    When the density of a waÅíer sampie is measured by using these rings,

       st == v, +i vi.,[M+mi-S: fe de] x y, +i vi.,[{M-S,e le dE} + {mi+S,O fe de}]

      '         =- [pt+ti;}F" iSi S8 fe de] [i-gtf• f,t+({tf,f•t)2-•••], (i. i7)

where st is the density of sampie water at tOC, mi the mass of the rings added

on sini<er, vi.t the volume of the rings added on sinker at tOC, pt the density of

distilled water at tOC, 0 the torsional angle of sample water at tOC and e the

torsional angle of distilled water at tOC.

   The rings Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are combined for the maximum density of 1.03.

       Maximurri of (tLis'f't) == V!'t+t"tt"+ V3't = (Vi'o{-t",o+V3'e) 211;tt))

                         == 1.4980 Å~ 10-3 [1 -y (O.263 Å~ 10-4 -O.85 Å~ 10-6) t] ,

where s is the volume coeMcient of thermal expansion of platinum. For the
temperature between OO and 40C,

                    ,ot[i-i- tt';Lt]wwi i=i pt-{i3t:e•oÅÄ (tttt)2 ,

                    'tt,[iÅÄk'iEii--.,l'3gt[i-%f•?•o+(cif•f!•o)Z],

and --i S,e hae• [i+els, ;E'`]Mi # -e-I S,e hae.

                                             '    Consequently,
                   s, = ,o,-l- [tit ili-({iftti+1)(vrt•o-I- v-vZrll'•o)]

                         + O.79 74 Å~ 10m5(e - e)

                         -2.3Å~10-iO(e2-e2). (1. 18)
For the easy caiculation of the density, the foilowing tables and graphs are pre-

pared for the righr-ltand side of Eq. (1. 18).

  1) Table of the density of distilled water.

  2) Table of the va!ue of second term for the adequate combination of the rings

     so as to cover the density between 1.00 and 1.03.

  3) Table of the torsional angle @ at tOC foy distilled water.

  4) Graph for the calculation of (O.7974xlO-5fi).

  5) Graph for the calculation of (2,3Å~10miOe2).

   Eq. (1,18) gives the density. In order to convert the densityinto the specific

gravity, the value obtained by Eq. (1.18) is divided by the density of distilled

water at 4eC. Practically, it is suMcient to add a numerical constant 28Å~10"6

to st•
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6. ReGuction oÅí density

   As mentioned in Section 3, the temperature of sample water should be read with-

in Å}O.OIOC to determine the density to Å}10H6g/cc. Since it is practically impossible

to carry out measurement of all samples at a constant temperature kept accurately

within Å}O.OIOC, the reduction oi density to the specified temperature is required.

The rninimum rates of the density change occur at 40C and -20C for distilled

water and sea water respectively. Taking into account the easy controi of the

temperature of water samples, we specify OOC as the standard temperature.

   To obtain the method of reduction, the density variation due to temperature

was measured by tlie hydrometey for some adequate $amp!es. In Fig. 6, the

:,i[illlili,

li'

11i'
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             1.00 2,oo (ec)
6. Density variation of sea water sample by direct
  measurement using hydrometer constructed.
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results are shown by smooth curves which naturally pass through the observed

values marked by O of each sample. On each smooth cttrve, the actual density

ai' juse at 10C is read (for example, 27.308 in top curve). The normai water which

has the value a,' at leC is sought in "Knudsen Tables", and the densities ao and

a2 which this normal vvrater has at OaC and 20C are plotted on the smooth curve

respectively by the symbol ee. The points @'s fall almost on the respective

smooth curve. This means that, although the density of the sample water may
not coincide wKh the density of normai water, the increment of the density due

to a teiriperature change is the same.

   To reduce exactly, more of such smooth curves should be drawn, but this

reduction referred to Knudsen Tables may be suMciently accurate between OO

and 20C.

7. Preservation of sample water

   Sample water was preserved into glass bottle and was sealed to avoid evapo-

                               ration. Aged bott!es were carefuily selected
           Table 3.
                               Iest the sllicate and others shouid mek into

  Date of
measurement

1958 Apr. 5

     " 12
     ,, 22
    May 17
     " 31
    Jun. 29
    Nov. 25
    Dec. 10

     " 26

Specific gravity

  t.1.022564

1.e22563

1.022563

1.022566

1.022570

1.e22565

1.022567

1.022570

1.02257e

    Sampled on 28, Mar. I958, in
  Kaida Bay, Hiroshirna Prefecture.

8. Measurment of ek}orinity

   The chlorinity was measured
out by the automatic potential titrimeter

K2S04), which has the potential

1volt/9Zoo at the equivalent point.

of O.O03%o practically.

   The correction le due to a,

sea water, was graphically read

paper (6).

   water. Tomakesure of this point, it was ex-

   amined whether the density of samples varied

   in the cause of preservation or not, by the

   successive measurements of 9 samp!es which

   were dipped in large quanti'ties at the same

   time and at the same place and poured into

   the sampling bottles. The result is shown in

   Table 3. Their mean density is 1.022566. This

   result may ensure that the density of a sample

   is not practically varied during the preservation

   of nine monfks.

   by Knudsen's method. Titration was carried

' '  (with calomel electrode and salt bridge
  difference of O.187 volt and the sensitivity of

    The chlorinity was obtained to the accuracy

which is obtained fyom the titration of standard

   with O.Oe19Zeo referring to J. W. IMcGary's
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                               Part II

         SALINITY DEFICIT AND EXCHANGE OF SEA WATER

9. Exckange of water thyough Akashi Straits
   The water in Kii Channel inflows into Osaka Bay and Harima Sea through
Kitan Straits and Naruto Straits respectively, being influenced by the influx of

land water from Shikoku and Kii Peninsula (F2g. 7). Osaka Bay is connected

with Harima Sea through Akashi Straits.
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   In August 1955, an investigation ef the exchange of sea water through Al<ashi

Straits was carried out. Mean surface waters were taken on the survey line

stretched from Akashi to Iwaya, which is sliown by AB in Fig, 8. Sampling was

made hourly ten times a clay, and every day from August 2 to 17. The chlorinity

and salinity deficit of samples were measured. These variations are shown in

Fig. 9 with the change of tidal current and sea level at the same tirne.

   Tidal variations in Cl and dao are clearly seen in Fig. 9 and indicate that the

exchange of water through the straits are governed by tidal currents. From the

results of investigations, it is seen that (i) according as the tidal current becomes

strong westerly or easterly, chlorinity increases or decreases respectively and

<ii) as the westerly current becomes strong, salinity deficit dec;'eqses in maJor
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        Correlation diagram between Cl and dcro.

     are more clearly shown in the Cl-dao diagram (Fig. 10).'i`

        indicate regression lines day by day and white circles

       the tirne of slack water. It seems that regression lines

     denoted by A, diverge in the reverse direction and their

        ABC in which major port!on of points are contained.

       scatter outside the triangle, many points occur at or near

        From tkese results, it is inferred that the point A

   'type of I{arima Sea and the water which appears in the
      Straits is the mixture of two water types repre$ented

       in Cl-dao diagram are arranged close to a straight line

      they have a tendency to scatter at and near the time of

     suggest that (a) during the tidal current fiow$ in one

    1956 (7), the values of salinity cleficit shown iR all figures are not

   redttction of water density to OeC was referred to the decrement of
      temperature changes. Those values were corrected by the method
     g6, and Figs. 9 and iO correspond to Figs. 2 and 6 in the previous

conciusions in the previeus paper still hold good, because the corrections
      values of salinity deficit lower almost uniformly and the configura-

      unchanged,
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direction, the space patterns of Cl and Aae are conserved and are carried by tida!

current without appreciab}e mixing; and (b) the mixing occurs mainly•at the
time of slack, and new space patterns of Cl and Aae are rnade up. This concept

is analogous to the kinetic theory of gas. The slack water corresponds to the

                          mutual colllsion of gas partic!es and the tidal path
        !3tt'"OOE from one slack to the next slack (tidal excursiOn)

       Ak,?shi. COrreSponds to the mean free path.
        io "'i In Fig. 9, the variation of 6-hour-period is seen
           Akashi both in Cl and dao,bnt it is not clear because samp-
          lit"`3itS ling was only made lO times aday. To obtain rnore

. EZakt,.,,, i II"li3r.ig}stS2n:6as,B?g.egtg\aSos,,w,es.sa;,rigd,,axgrg,rn,

                      l
                   • : on the previous survey line. Surface water was
t' ' ' 'rm'i' successively taken every hour 30 times at each
  Fig{aliio'.sL(OfCraotlllO"XuOgf. g2 station. The weather was fine during the observa-

    to Sept. 1, lgs6). tion• The position of stations is shown in Fig. 11.

                                                                    '
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      Fig. 13. Variations in running means of chlorinity and salinity deficlt
             intervals at each station.

northern part of Akashi Straits has the character represented

and the water in the southern part of the same Straits has the

presented by the point B.

   Fig. 14 shows the result

Straits is another channel communicating the water of Seto Inland
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The variation in Cl and da, obtained is shown in Fig. 12.

   At• each station, the variations of 6-hour-period of Cl and dao are clearly seen.

In Akashi Straits, the tidal current of 6-hour-period has been verified by obser-

vation. The component of 6-hour-period of tidal current in tke present investi-

gation is shown in Fig. 13, but it has not the velocity strong enough to account

for the variation of 6-hour-period in Cl and doo.

   It seems that at stations IN5 near Awaji Island, the phases of the variations

in Cl and dao are the same, and at stations 6tvlO near Akashi, they are contrary

to each other. In order to make these reiations clearer, the running means

of Cl and dao were caiculated at 7-hour-intervals. Their running means are

drawn in Fig. 13. From these, it may be considered that the water in the

  Cl Aaoxl03
   (9ab) l2o. 'x., St'1 St2 St.3 st. tl
  i8:O:Oto84eez7il--.,'m".ciX ..tci 'k" Vtw':agkvv 'iif --N .-/ AZ"""XX...;I.

         ---op----"'Acro

      o (hr)
     12        18 O 6 12
                St. 5                                St. 6                                                St•. 7                                                                gt. s

        i x.Yts"; .. Kel if>i StsbAX

ETidalAcurrent
     tt(I<t) i'

    ii    i X, t"t-N t'

    -i    i /'' '' '
xt)v

at 7hrs.

                                by the point C

                                  character re-

of similar investigations in Nayasui Straits. Hayasui

                                 Sea with open
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sea. Also in this strait, tidal variations

in dao are seen and it is probably that

as the water of Inland Sea southerly

fiows, the value of dao increases and

that a variation of 6-hou"period of dao

also exists, although it is not definite

because of a short observation.

   In 1951, H. Stommel and A.B. Arons

(8) proposeda model of a large scale

horizontal turbulence made up of tidal

    6 ft, is(iir',, Etr--itr---Sgr' fu•kle.n,`Si,:n,k,atPh",i;i:gi,,t.h,Z,30?,C8P{.e,[

                                     zontal mixing by tidal currents as a sQrt
    14. Variations in tidal current, chlorinity
  and salinity deficit on Kayasui Straits. of diffusion phenomenon.

                                         Expressing tidal excursion by l, the

mixmg coeMcient op will be given by a formula:

                          op == crul with l=zaT, (2.1)
where u is the mean velocity of tidal current, a a proportional factor representing

    degree of mixing and T the half-period of a tidal current. Now we shall

imagine a working model such that two semi-infinite water bodies of chlorinity

   and Cl, are initially (tS:O) separated by a vertical boundary plane (x =O) and

     suddenly mixes by tidal currents in the <ilirection of x, positive eastward,

    distribution of chlorinity along the x-direction at any mement t>O will be

given by
                     cl = CliSCIo+Cl'sClo erf (2,iil}siTt). (2' 2)

    expression (2.2) may be transformed into a dimensionless form :

            f('{;)=erf(2fti/l), where f(f)-2Clcwwl,C-lg/,Clo. (2.3)

   the present observation, t is given by T in the sense of average.

   The observed variations in chlorinity are time distribution$, but on the con-

     of mixing length, they may be transfermed into space distributions by a

sgbstitution :

                        X== Xo nvSl,Uo Sin (ntwwTtO)dt, (2. 4)

                      '
where uo is the maximum velocity of a tidal current, x is the position where a

volume of water observed at (xo,t) is expected to appear at the time to of the

preceding slack,
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    This model was appiied to the variation of chlorinity in Akashi Straits. The

chlorinities at the point A and points of intersection of daiiy regression lines and

BC-line in Fig. 10 were assigned to the values of Clo and Cli respectively. The

vaiues of uo and l were ca!culated from the predicted tidal curyent in Fig. 9.

The formula (2.4) gives only the relative value of x. Its absolute value must be

estimated from the origln of the x-axis, that is, the point where error function

in (2. 3) vanishes. In the actual state, the position of this point is not stationary

but fluctuates eastward and westward accoyding to the advective current caused

by the long-period fiuctuations of the daily mean sea level. It will be diMcult

to determine suck a position. Neverthe!ess, if the present modeHs applicable, it

will be approximately determined for each ha!f-period from slack to slaci< by

interpoiating or extrapolating the graph of error function which fits best to the

relative distribution of the points observed during the same period.

    The values of the function f(x/l) in (2. 3) were then piotted against x/l, the

restdt of which is shown in Fig. 15. In tkis figttre, white circies represent average

                                                  tt                                                                      '                                                                       '
                                 1,.OOI . -- --•--•------;1-/=--
                                                           tt.                                 O,80if(•x'll) ' • .J.;••;fg' i' ;":""

                                 o.6o•l- ' •
                                 'I Oo. e                                 e.4oi .:' ''
                                 o,2o 'Ii• 7 ' ' '

                                   'i/"                                                        xll
         rvrlili,i5uzo "1.1'61'gt5''rs.'6-t 'fiolim4o"' :/612'b"t'[,/'/' I6"'""Ei:iSfi"+'ww61ao ' o.go-orso ' Lf.5f)

             A . 1/ ;1 •- CL 2Q,
                     . •. /•.r/"' i. -- p.4o

                            -x /                            ' 't'                . .. g .a.. .e . '1 i--o.6o

                                :'r              . . +-e,so             '. . -.. .punli' -i.oo

           Fig. 15. Longitudinal distribution of chlorinity converted from the
                  time change of chlorinity with reference to the concept of
                  mixing Iength theory.

values of f(x/l) for every interval of x/l equal to O.1. The full line in Fig. 15

is the graph of error function which fits best to the white ciycles. The fitness

is moderate, bnt wM be suthcient to suggest that the relation (2. 3) may be valid

in the average of large numbers. From Fig. 15 we get

                     erf(2,lth'S7ri) :== O•9s for -tt --r i, (2. s)
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Hence by a tabie of error function, we get

                       2,JSIzJTt=1•4 or rpt=iiil.gsl2• (2.6)

In our casetis equal to T, so that

                            ep=iil.gsui == O-i3ui, (2. 7)

which is tke same with the formula (2. 1) and we get

                                a=- O.13; (2. 8)
in other woyds, abont 109of of the water mixes every half-period of a tidal current

(S. Hayami et al., (7)).

    The water of Seto Iniand Sea communicates with open sea through narrow

straits such as AI<ashi, Naruto, Hayasui and Shimonoseki. From the evidence

mentioned above, it may be inferred that the exchange between the water of Seto

Inland Sea and open sea water is mainly operated by tidal mixing.

10. Exehange of water in Tanabe Bay

    Tanabe Bay is located on the southwest coast of Kii Peninsula. The bay

opens to west and connects with Pacific Ocean (Fig. 7). The width of the bay

is about 5km. In November, 1956, an investigation was carried out on a survey

!ine through the mouth of the bay. Sampling was taken hourly during 12 hours

a day, and every day from ,November 2nd to 8th. The result of the inves-
tigation is sltown in Fig. 161 From this figure, it is found that (i) from 2nd to

5th, the daiiy variat!on of ch!orinity follows the change of sea levei, and after

6th it nearly disappears ; (ii) the daily mean value of chlorinity increases gradual-

ly; and (iii) in the variation of dao, tidal change is conspicuously seen, and its

tida! range fiuctuates according to the sea level caused by a long-period tide.

   The gradual increa$e of the daiiy mean value of chlorinity is due to the effect

of rainfall. In Table 4, a record of rainfail observed at Seto Marine Bioiogical

                                 Table 4.

Date
(1956)

Rainfall
(mm)

October

29 30 31

3.9 O 130.5

Nevember

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

o o O 22.5 O O O.53 O.84 O

Laboratory is given. Due to the heavy rainfall on October 31, the chlorinity of

surface water suddeniy decreased and graduaily recovered probabiy by tidal mixing.

From the evidence that the daily variation of chlorinity is not practically on
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November 7and 8, it is supposed that the chloyinity in the bay had

value of those outside the bay.

   The correlation coethcients between sea level and saiinity deficit

in Table 5, and they are all negative. This indicates that the salimty

       Table 5. Correlation coeMcient between sea level g and salinity deficit
               (Tanabe Bay, November, 1956)

bay mouth

 risen to the

  are shown
' deficit is

 dcro•

Date

R(gNdtr,)

2

-O.71

3

-O.71

4

-O.50

5

-O.97

6

-O.38

7 8

-O.50 -O.71

higher in the bay than outside the bay, and it is suggested that the salt of sea

water is consumed in the bay. (This point will be discussed fully in Part III.)

   Using the recovering process of the chlorinity, the value of the coeMcient

of tidal mixing will be estimated as foilows. As a working model, we take a

rectangular bay with uniform depth of mixing layer and take coordinate axes as
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        conditions for e are

op2 gtg == o, at y == o and y,

if3aO-eq -'o, at ?--o (surface)

          (2.9) from the surface

   to the other, we have

 Q is the mean value of q in

    conditions for Q are assumed

           Q== Qo at t==O
           Q == Qi(t) at t>O
           OQ           buax =O at

  Qo is a certain numerical

time, the solgtion satisfying

   by
                 Q =Q,+4Qe
                         n

                 Q-Qi =Kexp (-let)

                 K ffEi f!Qt90 sin -

                      n

 denote the mean chlorinity in
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    shown in Fig. 17. The diminution of chlo-

    rinity from the value before the rainfall

    will be denoted as q. Then, q is diffused

    by tidal mixing.

        The diffusion equation for q is given

x by
           3-q,-opi3-krp2tdrt+op,gt/, (2.g)

    where opi, op2 and op3 are the mixing coeM-

    cients in the x-, y- and e-directions,
    respectively.

   aibdOt:, S(iddeeg)th' of mixing iayer).' l (2' iO)

     to the depth of mixing layer and from

OQ       02Q         , , (2. 11)OTt == opiox

 a cross section of the bay. The initial and

     as:

 , O<xSxo,
   ,x==O (bay mouth), (2.12)
     x == xo (bay head),

constant and Qi(O)==O. If Qi(t) varies slowly

 these conditions is expressed with suficient

  sin lil/ll, exp ( -Zpt t) ,

         , (2. 13)
             2  gi• k= Zf• (2. i4)
  the bay and at the bay mouth by Cl(t) and
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CIi(t) respectively, and assume that the bay water, which had originally the same

chlorinity with the outer water, was suddenly diluted at t=O by the infiow of

land water due to the rainfall, and that the direct effect of the rainfall over the

sea surface is alike everywhere, we may put

                            Q(t) -= Cl,(O)-Cl(t) ,

                            Q, =; Cl,(O)-Cl(O) ,
                            Q,(t) - Cl,(O)-Cl,(t) .

Hence, Q-Qi == Cli(t)-Cl(t)•
    Assttming that the time change of Cli(t) is sma!1 as compared with that of

Cl(t), and then differentiating (2. 13) with respect to t, we get

                             OCI                                 =Kle exp (-let), (2. 15)                             at

which gives
                            '                               OCI                                  :=-:' Iog (Kk)-Iet. (2. 16)                           log                               at
           '
Using observed daily mean va!ues of Cl(t) , we get from (2. 16)

                            fe == O.6 (per clay),

and K== 3.33 (9o!).
Putting xo==5km and le==O.6/day in (2. 14), we obtain

                         op == 7.05Å~le5 (cm2/sec). (2.17)
Assuming the relation (2. 1) and pLitting a==O.1 and T--6 hrs., we have

                             u=- 18 (cm/sec) (2. 18)
which seems to be of right order of inagnitude in Tanabe Bay (S. Hayami et

al. (9)).

    On August !O, 1957, tlie chlorinity and salinity deficit of various depths were

investigated at twenty-six stations distributed uniformly in Tanabe Bay, sea water

being sampled at O, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25m layers.

    On 11th, mean water at the same !ayers was sampled along the same iine

through the bay mouth as in the previo"s investigation (November 1956). The
results of the investigation are given in Figs. 18-v20.

 •/The change of salinity deficit at the bay mouth has a ciear component of
3-hour-period at all layers. In Al<ashi Straits and probably in Hayasui Straits,

it was already seen that the salinity deficit kad the component of 6-hour-period.

It may be due to eddies whick are generated every 6 hours at or around the time

of slack water of semi-diurnal tide. Then the component of 3-hour-periodinthis
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bay may be due to eddies associated with the slack water of

The tidal range of dao does not vary much with the depth.

as compared with the distribution of doo in tke bay. Table

chlorinity and the mean salinity deficit at 26 stations in the

Except the value at 25 in layer, dao increases with the depth.

quatile diurnal tide.

 This is interesting

6 shows the mean
bay at every layer.

Table 6.

Depth (m)

Chlorinity (96o)

Salinity deficit
  doro Å~ i03

o 5 10 15 20 25

18.28 18.55 18.67 18.77 18.71 28.75

-27.7 -12.9 -10.6 +18.5 "25.5 -56.3

   The saiinity deficit is diffused by tidal mixing in the same way as the chlorinity,

temperature and so on. At the time of investigation carried out in November 1956,

the salinity deficit of the bay water was higher tkan that of the outer wateÅí. In
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such a case, the salinity deficit flows out of the bay through the bay mouth by
                                                  o"daotidal mixing. This fiux of salinity deficit is given by rp                                                      , where T is mixing
                                                   6x
coeMcient. The range of tidal change in Aao at the bay mouth is a change of

dao for o"x uauT, where u is the mean current velocity at the specified depth during

the half-period T of tide. Since the mixing coeMcient op is proportional to u2T,

the flux varies directly with uo"dao. On the other hand, the tidal range of dao

does not sensibly change with the depth, while current velocity decreases with

the depth. Hence, the fiux of salinity deficit decreases with the depth. The

abrupt increase beiow the depth of 15m seems to have a connection with the

corresponding contraction of the bay below this ievel which will cause a rapid

decrease of current velocity (S. Hayami et al., (10)).

   Such a phenomenon is seen again in the horizontal distribution. As is seeit

in Fig. 20, the relatively high values of dao occur in the central area and the small

values of dao surround them. It is remarked that the higher values of doo are

found at every layer in the same region. This suggests the existence of a large

eddy in this area, in accordance with tidal current observations (A. Nakamura (1!)).

The high value of salinity deficit is probably due to the stagnation of water.

The distribution of the salinity deficit seems to be c!osely related with the degree

ef mixing.

                                Part III

         SAILINITY DEFICIT AND PRODUCTIVITY OF THE SEA

11. Rate of consur{iption of dissolved rnatter in sea water

   It was found in the preceding part that the salinity deficit was a valuable factor

to represent the character of sea water. The water with a relatively high salinity

deficit was found in the central part of Tanabe Bay. As mentioned in the intro-

duction, the decrease of salinity deficit means the replenishment of the salt into

sea water. In the case of distribution as shown in Fig. 20, the bay water may

be supplied with a certain amount of saits from the outer water of lower salinity

deficit through the tida! mixing. If we presume that the above distribution is

stationary, the same amount of salts should be consumed in the bay. This relation

wiil be given quantitativeiy by the diffusion equation of salinity deficit.

   Since the increment of 10-6 in specific gravity corresponds to the addition of

about 1.2g of salts into one cubic meter of sea water, the salinity deficit is con-

verted into the mass of salt q contained in a unit volume of sea water:

        '                        e= 2.2Å~103 dao (g/m3). (3. 1)
   Tanabe Bay is modelled again as given in Fig. i7. The diffusion equation of
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the salinity deficit under no mean current is given by
                                            ' t /tt
   ' '' gtg -op,gi/fg-- v, gl'isg+op, lil/gg"c(x, y, g, t), (3• 2)

ttwhere za, v2 are the coeMcients of horizontal mixing, while 'e3 is that for the

vertical mixing and c the rate of consumption.

    The depth of mixing layer is assumed to be uniforrn, and the boundary
conditions are taken as follows :

       rp2oO-g=O at y=O and yo (both sides),

       T33-Z =:O at z==O (suyface) and eo (depth of mixing layer), (3.3)

       opi3-xq ==o at x== hio (bay head).

Integrating (3.2) with respect to y and a, we have

                             llStL -rp, gi9 g- c, (3. 4.)

where Q and C are tke mean value oÅí q and c respectively over a cross section

of the bay.

    In the steady state, we have

                              o=op, 3.illtÅÄc. (3. s)

Assurning C to be independent of x and using the condition at bay head, we get

                             opilllQi == c(xe-x), (3.6)
                                      '
while at tke bay mouth, we get

                             vi ([l/9), ="' Cxo• (3. 7)

This equation indicates that the consumption of salts in the bay balances with

the'supply from the bay mouth. The solution of Eq. (3.6) is given by

                         Q =Qm+2-Crp,[2xox-x2], (3. s)

where Qm is the salinity deficit at the bay mouth.

   From 6th to 7th of August 1957, I. Yamazi (12, 13) investigated the distri-

bution of zoop!ankton in the same bay. The numbers in Fig. 21 represented the

sett!ing volume of zooplankton. The planlrton net was hauled in the upper 5m

layer, and 50 litres of sea water were passed through the net at every haul.
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   Since abundance of phytoplankton causes the growth of zooplankton, zoo-
plankton population may be regarded as a measure of the consumption of salts

and other materials in the water. In order to compare dao distribution with

zooplankton distribution, the mean values at Om and 5m depths of Cl and doo

were calculated as shown in Fig. 22. Using symbols, Fig. 22 was redrawn as
shown in Fig. 23 and the longitudinal distribution of the salinity deficit in Fig. 22

was shown in Fig. 24. In this figure, it was seen that the points in the southern

part were arranged along a curve denoted by I, while the points in the northern

part were arranged along a curve denoted by II.

   Assgrning that the distribution shown in Fig. 24 is for the steady state, Eq.

(3.8) wi!I give the forms of the curves Iand II in Fig. 24. Taking the mean

value of seveR O syfnbols as Qm, we get

                        Qm ": nv72Å~1.2 (g/m3).

Most plausible values of C/(2rpi) in Eq. (3.8) are found by the method of least

squares for the curves I and II respectively. The result is given in Table 7.

The curves I and II in Fig. 24 are drawn by using these values.

                                 Table 7.

Curve I (southern part)

Curve II (northern part)

Cl(2nt)(g/m5)

G.26Å~10-5

O.59Å~10-5

   The ratio of C/(2op,) in the southern part to that in the northern part is

                            (C/(2op,))i - 1
                            (C/ (2rp,))ii 2.28 '

Since the rate C is not known definitely, it is assumed tentatively that the rate

C depends on the settling volume of zooplankton, then

                       CI PI                       er, =: ii5;i;i = i'13, liil, s 2•s8,

where Pi and Pii are the mean values of the settling volume for the curves i

and II respectively. The rate of consumption in the southern part is roughly

equal to that in the northern part, and opi.x is about two and half times as large

as Ti.ir, that is, the replenishment of salt through the bay mouth is about two

and haif times larger in the southern part than in the northern part.

   Taking the mean of C/(2rpi) in the southern and northern parts and putting

?t as 7.05Å~105 (c.g.s.), we get
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             Cmean == O•85XIO'5opmean (g/m3sec), (3. 9)
                  =; 52 (g/m3 day) (Y. Fukuo (14)). (3.10)
    The vaiue of consumption rate is also obtained by Eq. (3. 7) in the case where

the gradient of salinity deficit is known at the bay mouth. It was seen in Akashi

Straits that the space distribution was derived from the tidal change by the

concept of mixing length. From the result ef investigation on the bay mouth

line in November 1956, the gradient of doo will be calculated. Taking the mean

tidal range of doo to be 80 and the mean velocity of tidal current to be the value

of u as given by (2. 18), we get

                        (o( ISI) , - 2.s Å~ it o-2                                          (g/.4) .

  Taking xQ = 5 km, vi == 7.05 Å~ 105 (c.g.s.)

             C== O.5Å~10-5 rpi, (g/m3 sec) (3. 11)
              =- 31 (g/m3 day) (S. Hayami et al., (9)). (3. 12)

    E• S• Nielsen (15) measured the productivity in various regions by using Ci`

isotope. He reported that the 3.8 (g Carbon/m2 day) of productivity was found

in Walvis Bay (South Africa 140W 230S) and the photosynthetic layer was O.8m

deep at that time. Calculating the ratio of the total amount to Carbon according

to the table of relative composition of plankton organisms (see " The Oceans"

p. 234), we get

                         Total: Carbon == 1.64:1

The value of this ratio makes it possible for us to estimate roughly the gross

production from the carbon production reported by him. We get

                          C= 7.8 (g/m3 day). (3. 13)
This value is considerably different from the values given in (3. Ie) and (3. 12).

   This discrepancy may be due to over-estimation of the mixing coethcient rpi.

The value of the mixing coeMcient given by Eq. (2.17) was estimated by the

observed value at surface iayer. The mean value of the mixing coeMcient in the

mixing layer should be taken as opi in Eq. (3. 9) or (3.11). If we assume as rough

estimation that the tida! current decreases linearly downward and vanishes at the

mixing layer depth, then tke mean tidal current becomes one half of the surface

current. The mean value of mixing coeMcient if is given by

                   opm -- aiiTt = au-2T = zlrau2T rm topsurface

Using the vaiue T as the mixing coeficient, we will get 13 (g/sn3 day) and 7.8

(g/m3 day) in place of the values given by (3. 10) and (3. 12) respective!y.
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12. Variations of plaMkton population and salinity deficit

   In the preceding'section, the consumption and replenishment of salts in sea

water have been discussed with reference to the salinity deficit, and the rate of

consumption has been roughly estimated. Also, it has been already mentioned that

plants utilize the dissolved materials to grow and contribute to the incyease of

salinity deficit. The salt may also be consumed by many other organisrns beside

plankton. But, as the growth of these organisms depends fundamentally on the

amount of plankton ,with respect to food relations, the amount of plankton may

be considered to represent a convenient index for the consumers of salt and
materials contributing to the sallnity deficit.

   From such a point of view, a long continued investigation from July, 1958

to Juiy, 1959 was carried out for various quantisies which seem to influence the

salinity deficit. The survey Iine was stretched from Tsunashirazu to Tanabe, as

seen in Fig. 25. The water was taken at the depth of about 50 cm below the sea
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sutface. Sampling was made at each of 10 statlons set at eqtial intervals on the

survey line. As soon as the water was taken at each station, it was poured into

one aged-glass bottle in equa! quantities, arad one sample of mean water was made

up. Such a mean water sample was taken once a day at or near the time of
mid-water during about 400 days.

   On the same survey line the surface temperature and the planl<ton population

were examined at the same time by I. Yamazi, S. Fuse, E. -arada and others.
The chlorinity, salinity deficit, phosphate-P and silicate-$i of mean water sarnple
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were measured. The settling volurr)e of plankton was measured by I. Yamazi.
The determination of phosphate-P and silicate-Si were made by S. Fuse and

E. Harada. '
   The result of the investigation is given in Fig. 26. In this figure, the daily

mean value o'f tidal range was caiculated from the records of tide-gauge set at

Mori (situated at bay head) and the rainfall is the mean of claily values observed

at Tsunashirazu and Tanabe.
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   The chlorinity of surÅíace water outside the bay was measured at 10 stations

shown by iRset map in Fig. 25 by Wakayama Fisheries Experiment Station, and

the mean chlorinity of 10 stations was plotted by symboi @ above the variation

in the chlorinity of mean water on the survey line. The chlorinity dirr}inution of

ymean water from the smooth curve through the points @'s is fairly similar to
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the variatlon of daily mean rainfa}l. The salinity deficit and plankton popuiation

hac ve a short-period component and change complicatedly, but botk variations seem

to have regttlarities in the mean trend.

   At first, the annual and semi-annual components of the tidal range fl, salinity

cleficit dao and planl<ton population P were calculated by harinonic analysis. The

resu}ts aere given in Table 8. All semi-annual components took their maximum

                                 Table 8.

---tuwwwwW----wwnv-ewT-KE

Tidal range H (cm)

Salinity deficit
  (ddo Å~ 103)

Settling volume of
p!ankten (cclO.314m3)

  Annual
Semi-annual

  Annual
Semi-anRual

  Annual
Semi-annual

107.1

-13.8

O.225

Amplitude

gg
 O.8

11.3

O.052

O.025

Phase }ag

143e

25se

 12e

243o

327o

2s2o

                                                 Epoch:Ohr. Ist. July, 1958

vaiues in November and iMay. The same phase between salinity deficit and
plankton population may suppoz't the assumption tkat tke pianl<ton's growth con-

tributes to the increase of sa!inity deficit. The same phase between the t'idal

range and salinity deficit means tkat the salinity deficit is !ower in the bay than

outside the bay, since the increase of tidal range tends to acceierate the velocity

of tidal current and then intensify the tidal mixing. This is contrary to the result

of bay mouth investigation carried out in Novernber 1956 (Fig. 16). It may be

due to the excess of replenishment by land wate!' infiux over the consumption of

the salt on the average of a Iong term.

   In order to rule out the short-period fiuctuation, a running mean of doo was

calculated at 13-day-interva!s, as the peaks of shoyt fluctuation of dao appeared

at about 13-day-intervals. On account of the mutual compar]sons between the
variations of different quantities, running means of tidal range, chlorinity and

planl<ton population were also calculated with tke same time-interval. These

running means were drawn by thicl< lines in Fig. 26. The variation of about 30-

day-period $eems to exist except in tke chlorinity. So, the correlation coeMcients

among H, dao and P were examined every month. Table 9 gives the coeihcients
obtained.

   The correIation coeracients R(HNdao) between the tidal range and the salinity

deficit have positive signs except in winter and early spring as seen in the semi-

annual component. It is inferred that the salinity deficit varies also outside the

bay. Fig. 27 shews the res"lt of investigation which wcas carried out on two
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Table 9. Correlations between H, dae and P.
  Il: Running mean value of tidal range ; difo: Running mean value
  ef salinity defiÅëit ; P : Running mean value of plankten population.

Year

1958

1959

Menth

is   l

R(ffA"dtro)

-O.73
+. O.61
{- O.05

{-O.35
+O.92
-O.99

R(PNdcro)

+085
"- O.11

-O.16
-O.44
-O.99
+O.40

+O.61
-O.67
-O.58
-O.05
+O.37
+O.78
+O.54

l
-O.16
"O.06
+O.61
-O.05
+O.44
ÅÄO.95
+O.59

's ww
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 oO
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survey lines

distributions

value of the

      v      fi.

      r

                     Y. FUI<UO

stretched about 20km offshore. It is interesting to note that the
of doo undulate along both lines, and especially along the !ine II the

salinity deficit is Iil<ely to converge to zero offsltore.

                                        Unless the infiow oE land

   g water aftd the consuml)tion of
   o   Xi salts take place in the bay,
   : .Offshor,e                                    the salinity deficit would be   l.   • (A)                                    uniform everywhere as shown

Lancl

 water
pt.'---eept.

,

'

        l

        l

--  -r- -- --" t---- ----H -ny ----"-- -. -• ----"-

        i

        !-
        l

        ,

           Schematic distribution
                head to offshore.

              wouid vanish.

               m the bay
                 is similar

seems to be m the state

    In the cases of (B)

negative while in the case

correlation is positive, it must

by t13e outflow of salts through

The correiation between

negative from autumn to
plankton population decays

agents such as bacteria.

    Fig. 29 shows the variations

               l

   Fig. 28.
     from the bay

salinity deficit

suddenly lower '

of salinity deficit

     of salinity deficit

     Along the
  ancl, probably owing

   to (C). Along
of (D).

and (D), the correlation

   of (C) the correlation

     be noted that

       tlie tida} mixing

the salinity deficit

winter. It may

   under poor environment

''  of the monthly

         by (A) in Fig. 28. In fact,

         by the infiux and the con-
         sumption, the distribution (A)
(B)

         would be deformed. If there

         is a continuous censumption
         of salts in the bay, the distri-

         bution (A) would be trans-
(c)

         formed into the distribution

         (B) and furthermore the dis-

         tribution (B) changes into (C)

         by the infiux of land water.

(D) Being deformed by the com-
 ..- bination of such successive
         processes, the distribution

         would be carried away and
         cliffused by the current off-

         shore and ultimately the
survey !ine I, the cliiorinity becomes

  ' to its lowering, the distribution

  the survey line II, the distribution

         between Il and dao becomes

         becomes positive. When the
  the sa!inity deficit is increased, both

 '' and by the consumption of salts.

  and plankton popuiation R(PNdao) is

be considered that during this season

          and is decomposed by some

      mean vaiue of various quantities
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120

90
ll    wu

ilZE

88 3

o
.

o1

(cm) Tidal range

AaoXI03 - Salinity deficit

(c.c.fO.314m3) Plankton
           population

                             '.(%) ch5g•iA'IAtition l

               •=
(pag--atsll•) silicate-Si

observed. Most of quantities have the

extrema in February, indicating a
peculiar circumstance. Such a pecu-

liarity probably causes the spring
blooming of plankton. The change of

chlorinity diminution is very similar

to that of silicate-Si which is mainly

brought about by the infiow of land

water. Tlte relation of salinity deficit

to phosphate-P is contrary to each
other in rough trends, i.e. phosphate-P

decreases with the increase of salinity

deficit which reflects the limiting

character of the nutrient salt.

                                       13. Differential equatiens for sa}i-

                                           nity deficit and plallktoM popu-   ClIIESii) Pi]OSPhatL'-P ) >r r r] 'IahteiOnreiations between various

     (C'C) water temperature quantities were investigated in the

                              ete above section. They are very intri-                   -/
                                       cate and we cannot grasp them by
    -J-M'muA .iSg..s9 N !) J F Ni[igAsgM J J suchasimple treatment. In the fol-

  Fig• 29• Variations in inonthly mean values 10VVing, aii effOrt is made to unravel

    of various quantities in Tanabe Bay. their inter-relationships as far as

                                       possible.
    According to H. W. Karvey, the factors infiuencing plants' growth are as
follows: (i) The incident light; (ii) Tke rate of rep!enishment of nutrients;

(iii) The rate at which the zooplankton are eating the plants; (iv) The rate at

which the plants are being carried down by turbulence below the photosynthetic

zone; (v) The effect of increased temperature.

   Although little is known abottt the nature of consumption of materials in sea

water by plankton, it may safe}y be said that there is a limit in the amount of

consumption, hence there must exist an upper bound of salinity deficit. This
upper bound is denoted as qo (in the fol!owing, salinity deficit wili be expressed

by e as given in Eq. (3. 1)). The quantity qo-q wili represent the total amount

of salt to be prepared for the consumption by plankton. So, it is probable that the

larger eo-e of sea water is, the more easily plankton grows. Now, the popuiation

will be expressed by the mass of piankton contained in a unit vo!ume of sea
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water. The population is increased either by the growth of individuals or by

the increase of the nuraber of individuals. Hence, the increase of population
may depend orf ao-a. For the sake of simp!icity, it is assumed that the increasing

rate of population is proportional to qo-q, i.e.

                              [l?1' == ri(eo-q),

where p is the population (mass/unit volume).

    In a population, some species grow and others die. If the growth exceeds

the death, the population will increase. It is assumed again that the increasing

rate of popuiation is proportional to itself. Tken

                                dp ve                                     B,p,                                mt ww

where if Bi>O, the population increases, and if Bi<O, the population decreases.

Furthermore, it must be taken into account that tlte population is dependent on

tke }ight qgantities, grazing intensity, water temperature and others. For the

moment, the effect of these facters upon the increasing rate is put' by a constant lei.

   Then, tke diffusion eciuation for p!ankton population p is given by

                                                        '                 gl/ - rp,3k?+rp,ggl+v,!igt+Bip+ri(ae-q)+lei• (3• i4)

The worl<ing model of Tanabe Bay and the coordinates are taken as given by
Fig. 17. Boundary conditlons are

              op,aog =o at y=o and y == y, (botla sides),

              rp,g-`.'==o(:IZ':.2, [S.",r.fe.C,e',i,,,d,,,h), (3•i5)

              Ti-aa2x- ==O at x=xo (bay head).

Integrating (3. 14) with respect to x, y and a, and using the boundary conditions

(3. 15), we ge't

                    g-?i -- --,rp:g- (ea-t'.'s), -i- 3,p-r,a- -l- (x,e, -1- le,), (3. 16)

where
                       p -- S Sgo SXo Sgopd. dy d, ,

                       ri == .il;.l:'oSgoSgeqdxdyd., (3. i7)

                       p. =- -gi- SgoSio,pdy d, ,
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and V is the entire volume of the bay above the depth of mixing layer and S is

the cross section area of the bay above the same depth.

    Representing the daily mean values of P, ij and P. by P, Q and Ps respectiveiy,

we get from Eq. (3. 16)

                   tdeP === -l[lt' (OoPxs),+Bip-ri(?+ (ri ao+fe,). (3. is)

    The running means of the plankton population and salinity deficit observed

are regarded as tke daily mean values P and Q respectively. The first term on

the right-hand side represenes the outfiow of population from the bay, For the
lack of data, the value of (aoPxS), is boldly assumedto be constant Kp during some

time inteyvals T, and it is supposed that rpBs the sum of the mean vaiue Ti over

the same interva!$ T and the deviation o"vi which is proportional to tidai range

H. Then
                   'Oi = Ti+6vi !F Ti -I- aU (a: constant),

                   -lit'(tblts),-.Tiii,aHK,,-il,llgiK,+a.K,f,H.

Consequently, Eq. (3. 18) is simplified to the fol!owing form:

                           i
                          tdeP == cuil}I+BiP-kQ+tgi, (3. 19)

where

                    czi ee-ve: --fll- Kp, rci !ma ri go -I- lei--!Z'L Kt,. (3. 20)
                           xo                                              Xo

   The diffusion equation for salinity deficit was treated in bg 11, where the infiux

of land water was not taken into account. We must.determine how to estimate
the ameunt of influx. It was previously seen that the change of chlorinity dimi-

nution corresponds clearly to the one of silicate-Si (Fig. 29). The infiux of iand

water may be estimated from the chlorinity diminution. When aMkg of land
water mixes with lkg of sea water, the chlorinity diminution o"Cl is given by

o"Cl=Cl-(Cl/(1+6M))!,Clo"M, where Cl is the chloyinity of sea water, and the

chlorinity of land water is not considered. In the case where the mean chlorinity

diminution in the volume Y is calculated, the chlorinity outside the bay shoulcl

be taken as Cl. The chlorinity of the outer water may be regarded as a constant

during the short term. Hence, 6Cl is nearly proportional to o"M. The chlorinity

diminution is diffused by tidal mixing and the diffusion equation of SCI was

already treated in bg10. The diffusion equation for the chlorinity diminution 6Cl is

                 l2I/!ia'"tCl) = za t' (o6.91) -} op2 02 (oO"yC2 1) H- op3 02 (a6,91)• (3• 21)
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Boundary conditions are taken as

                   op,a(o6yCi) =o at y == O and y =: Yo, ) (3. 22)

                   op,O(6ozCl) = o at z =o and e == go. J

                                                        tt
In the same manner as in the p!ankton population p, representing the mean va}ues

of 6Cl ovey the volume V and the cross section area S by 6Cl and 6Cl. respec-

tively, and further, denoting the daily mean values of 6Cl and 6Cl. by L and L.

respectively, we obtain from Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22)

                        97=3o'm({o'4iE)x,wwk'(0t-xS)o'

or
                        -li:'-(aoLsis-).,-gP-Flit'(aoL.s),. (3.23)

Eq. (3.23) represents the influx of the chlorinity diminution due to land water at
bay head. Assuming that (at-L-xS), is the sum of a constant Ki which is mean value

of (aoL3itE), over the interval T and the deviation o"(aoLx"), which is proportional to

L, we have
                    tt--i-(ao-L-.s).,Å},!si/ll-i-rt.t-.l-,afl(K,-l-bL)

                            -={l/P+ifk{<i+pa..kgiH+i,lteibL, (3.24)

where b is a censtant and a teriin abifL/xo has been neglected in tlae second row.

   The differentiai equation for saiinity deficit corresponding to (3. 19) wM be

obtained in the foilowing manner. As the consumption of dissoived matters in

sea water may depend on other factors beside plankton popu!ation, the term
c(x, y, ?, t) on the right-hand side of Eq. (3. 2) is divided into a term proportionai

to plankton population, B2P and a term due to other factors which is assumed as

a constant le2. Then,

                      lli'li =: op,57Sf{1 -i- -o, glll{ -i- rp, 3- g/ -i- B,p+k,. (3. 2s)

Tyeating this equation in the same mamaer as those for p and b'Cl, and taking

the botmdary conditions in the form:

                    rp,g.g ==o at y:=-O and yuz' yo, 1

                                                                   (3. 26)                    op3foO-Z ==O at g=O and a== zo, i
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                    tntt=-zl,•(aoQxs).,-:ii,-(ao(x?s),+B,p+fe,. (3.27)

In this equation, -Zt'(6-oQJ:;s)., represents the infiux of salinity deficit due to land

w'ater at bay head. If 6Mkg of land water which has a salt content sg/kg in-

flows into one kilogram of the sea water which has the chlorinity Cl, the salinity

deficit produced is given by

                    rCl rCl+so"M so"M                   Z+ 6M- 1+ 6M sc ww 1+ 6M .i -s 6M,

where ris the Cl-yatio of normal sea water and the chlorinity of land water
has been neglected. Hence tke saiinity deficit due to land watey is approximately

proportional to the infiux of land water, and consequently to the chlorinity dimi-

nution due to land water. Then

               -'xva'i'(t'a'filF)., '" m:lt' (OoLxs)., (m being a constant)

                        =:mtdeL+M.-ZiKiÅÄ"M.I,l'H-ybegitiL. (3.2s)

(aaQi'), is boldly assumed to be constant Ke during the interval T by the same

reason as in (OoPxs),. Then

                   -lit' (OoQxs), i=i Ti -i,aHK, = {tlxi K. -F axK,qH, (3. 2g)

and substituting from (3.28) and (3.29) into (3.27), we get

                      tdet -cg2 H+ B2 PÅÄ 12L-k xx2 ZP/+rc,, • (3. 30)

where

                        ev2 =' uatLKI--EL Ka ,
                                   Xo                             xo
                        R,=.bwwLn;-7,,

                             xo (3. 31)
                        !X2 ff M,
                        tg2 er: le2 -l- 'ZZtL ifi l<t ww -IL i K, .

                                       xo                               Xo

   Ecl$. (3.19) and (3.30), wkich have been obtained under various assumptions,

give the !'elation between the plankton population and salinity deficit. In these

equations, dP/dt represents the plankton production and is decided by the terms

on the righe-kand side, and so, the terms on the right-hand side mean the pro-

dgctivity, of which nQ is the most important factor that is concerned with the

growth of living bodies. The change of Q is governed by Eq. (3.30). dP/dt,
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dQ/dt and dL/dt are put as the daily differences of P, Q, H and L respbctively,

and then the values of the coeMcients (ai, Bi, n, rci) and (ale, B2, R2, itt2, tF2)

were determined in every month, which was regarded as some time intervals T,

by applying the method of least squares to Eqs. (3.19) and (3.30). The values

of coeMcients obtained are shown in Table 10 and the variations of coeMcients

                lrable 10. Ceethcients in Eqs. (3. 19) and (3. 30).
                       Unit of P=rSettling volume 1 ccle.314m3 ;
                       Unit of Q=:103Å~licto.

Year

1958

2959

Month

Aug.
Sep.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

May
Jun.

Jul.

eci(P/day•cm)

-O.623Å~10-3

 O.118 "
-O.676 "•.

-O.154 "
 O.365 "

-O.139 "
 O.390 "
 O.323 ,,

 1.299 "
-1.537 "
 e.o67 ,,

-1.394 "

Bi(11day)

 O.112
 O.O18
 o.e6g

 o.3eo
-O,135

 O.042
 O.190
-O.129
-O.191

 O.226

 O.236
 O.082

7!(Plday•Q)

-O.497 Å~ 10 -3

 O.360 "
 O.059 "
-1.934 "
-O.561 "

 O.116

-O.044

-1.022

 15e6
 1.049

 O.185
-O.225

11

rci(Plday)

 O.063
-O.023
 O.065

-O.024
-O.O08

 o.eo3
-O.060

 O.033
-O.116

 O.071

-e.os6

 O.133

s

Year

1958

1959

Month

Aug.
Sep.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

May
Jun.

Jul.

a' 2(Qlday•cm)

 O.14
 O.02

 O.23
-O.05
 O.10

-O.04

 O.16
 O.17
 O.20

-O.46
 O.27

 O.o4

B2(Qlday•P)

-160.2

 107.6
  88.1

- 10.5

- 71.0

- 6.4
  58.4
- 56.5

  96.1

  17.8

- 77.3

  47.8

A2(Q/day•Cl) pt2(Q/Cl)

  2.4

  1,5

  4.6

  4.9

-36.0

- 7.2

- 18
-22.5

 14.5

 27.8

 10.3

  O.8

-16.6
- 6.0

- O.3

 50.9

-14.3

  6.0
 12.6

-21.6
-41.6

 12.1

-19.4
  8.3

rc2(Qlday)

  8.3
-24,1
-45.1

  6.6
  8.7

  6.8
-21.9

 11.6
-46.8
 36.9

-115
-22.0

are shown in Fig. 30

and (3.30) expyess

solved numerically

this calculation fits

. If H, L and dL/dt are given as known functions, Eqs. (3. 19)

simu!taneous differential equations of P and Q. They were

by Runge-Kutta's method at 4-day-!ntervals. The result of

fairly well with the observed values as shown in Fig. 31.
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14. Discussions

   The coeMcients in Eqs. (3.19) and (3.30) are monthly mean values assumed
as constants. Using monthly mean values of coeMcients (ai, Bi, ••• , pt2, ng) of the

Nth month, the values of P and Q on the lst day of the (Ar+1)th month were

calculated. These P and Q were taken as the initial values of the (N+1)th
month and the coeMcients of the Nth month were discontinuously replaced by

the coeMcients of the (N+1)th month. Using above procedure as a rule, P and

Q of every month were calculated likewise. In the case, however, wken the result

of calculation started from the values of P and Q on the lst day did not suitably

correspond to the observed values, the caiculation on the previous month was

continued and the day replacing the coeMcient was delayed.

                   In Fig. 31, the point O on curves of P and Q shows the day
   Table 12.               of replacerr}ent and Table 11 gives the date when new values of

 Date of
replacement

22,

 1,

 1,

 5,

 5,

4.5,

 1,

 1,

8,

5,

1,

Aug.
Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May
Jttn.

jul.

e2

t

'i'

2z9

   Esq. (3.32)

vibration. According

or decreases exponentially.

hibit the oscillations

Those values are
   Froin this table, it is seen that the

in November

   the coeMcients were used. As shown in Fig. 30, the coeMcients

   (tUi, Bi , -•• , rc2) fiuctuate over the year, indicating their dependency

   upon the time. If the value of the coeMcient changes consider-

   ably within one month, the coeMcient should be decided by the

   method of least squares fora shorter interval. The shift of day

   of replacement may be a convenient means to avoid such trouble.

      However, judging lrom the satisfactory con"espondence of
  the calculation to the observation, the coethcients (eui, Bi, ••• , ttle)

  may be regarded, in the first approximation, as constants be-

  tween the rep!acements. If so, P or Q is eliminated from Eqs.

   (3.19) and (3.30), and the differential equation for P or Q is

  obtained, that is,

 Pi {I?/ +ri B2i) = ai tin'Ei-r, ale JEi-ri22L-7', pa,fSP/ -ri rc, =- F(t) , (3. 32)

 Bi fl// H- ri B2 (? == ale tdeH+ (B2 ai - Bi cy2) H- Bi Z2 L

            -- (Z,-B, ,ez,) fSi/rÅÄ,ee, dite+ (B, rc,-B, rc,) =- G(t) . (3. 33)

 and (3. 33) are the ones that are fully examined in the theory of

       as Bi is either positive or negative, the solution increases

            If Bi2-4riB2<O, the solutions of both equations ex-

  ' which have the same proper frequency 4rr/}/4riB2-Bi2•
   shown in Table 12.

                     plankton population increases exponentially

and osciHatlngly decreases in December. Ukewise, the plankton
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Year

1958

1959

Month

Aug.
Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May
Jun,

Jul.

Bl

 O.112
 O.O18
 O.069

 O.300
-O.!35

 O.042
 O.190

-O.129
-O.191

 O.226

 O.236
 O.082

B12-4o,IB2

-O.3058

-O.1546

-O.O160

 O.O085

-O.141!

 O.O048

 O.0463

-O.2144

-O.5424
-O.0236

 O.l129

 O.0498

4T/V37iP2-Bi2

22.7 days

32.0 "
99.3 "

33.5 "

27.1 "
17.1 "
81.9 "

population increases in February and oscillatingly decreases from March to May.

When a disturbance is given to a system, the system is decided as stab}e or

unstab!e according as the given disturbance will decay oscil!atingly or grow to

infinite. It is interesting to note that the environrnent in November, 1958 and

February, 1959, where most of quantities take the extrema, are unstable. This

instability may cause the blooming of population.

   Plankton grows by absorbing the salt in sea water. When the sea water ages

and cannot support the population, the death of plankton begins and subsequently

the accumulation of salts starts. ri is the increasing factor of population due to

the salts, that is, it governs the growth of plankton, B2 is the interesting para-

meter deciding the productivity, playing an important role to the ageing of sea

water. Bi represents the vitality of the population itself. The possibility of the

oscillation of population depends on the sign of their combination given by
B,2 -4T, l?2 •

    The infiux of land water and tidal mixing influence the quantity Q and con-

sequently the growth of population. This situation is shown by the value on the

right-hand side of Eq. (3.32), which represents the external forces that modify

the population as shown in Fig. 31. The mode of oscillation of this external

force is roughly similar to the change of populatlon, so it may suggest that the

long-period variation of population is forced by external conditions.

   It is worth noticing that the annual trend of the change of coefficient rci cor-

responds to one of the water temperature (see Fig. 30). It indicates that tke water

ternperature is the dominant factor of rci. In Tanabe Bay, which is located about

33042'N and 135018'E, light quantity is suthcient for piant's growth. In such an
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area, it is well known that the growth of phytoplankton mainly depends on the

water temperature rather than incident light (H. W. Harvey, 1955).

    The term B2P represents the consumption of salts propoftional to plankton

population and gives the time rate of productivity. When B2>O, the growth of

plankton exceeds the death of plankton and the organic matter is produced by

photosynthesis. When S2<O, the death of plankton exceeds the growth and the

plankton decomposes. From August 1958to July 1959, the annual average of B2P

is only 36g/m3 year. This value may indicate that the materials absorbed by
living bodies are restored almost into sea water, as is usually seen in open sea.

The mean value of B2P for the months in which B2 is positive gives the mean

rate of increase of salinity deficit proportional to plankton population. Its mean

value is

                         P2P == 16 (g/m" day),

which is comparable with the value given by (3. 13).
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